
4. Locate BBC Fossil Fun (Interactive Games) using keyword fossil, and launch the site. Click Open under the graphic. Click the first 
    question mark and continue to click Next to see fossilization in action. Wasn’t that a fun way to learn about fossilization?

3. Complete an Image Search on butterflies. Using the Grade Leap feature, are the same or different images displayed for High School?

2. Use the Theme Search feature to search for food pyramid. By using Narrow Your Subject, locate Learning Games within Science. Just 
    by reviewing the evaluator detail, which website has interactive games such as food pyramid match game to help students learn 
    about nutrition? Save all the Learning Games websites except the last one. How many websites are in your Saved Search?

1. Use frogs for your Keyword Search. Open the Read Aloud feature and launch Animal Bytes: Frog and Toad Highlight the first two 
    sentences to hear the differences between the frog and toad. Which of the two amphibians has shorter legs? Name the 2 optional     
    voices the user can choose for Read Aloud.
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5. Enter a keyword of your choice and Save your search. Create a bibliography for the first site in your Saved Search using the
    Landmarks Citation Machine found in References and Schoolwork Essentials section in the Features box. What is the other
    bibliography tool found in The English Language section? What section in References can you find Copyright-Free and Friendly Clip Art?

4. From the English Learners channel, select Multicultural Pavilion. Under Diversity in the Classroom, list 4 Asian Heritages. How do you 
    locate websites in Spanish for resources in Hispanic Heritage? Using the legend, what language is represented by TL?

3. Create a Famous Person Search for Marie Curie. Click the timeline icon to display a timeline of events during her lifetime. Name a war 
    that took place during her lifetime. List an invention or discovery. Expand the famous person section and list the year that a world 
    renowned artist passed away.

2. Click on the Standards button at the top right of the page and do a Keyword Search on gravity. How many standards relate to gravity 
    at the middle school level? Focusing on the first standard listed, and continuing with gravity as the Web Resource (you may need to 
    type gravity as the User Defined Keyword), how many Learning Exercises search results are available? What is the URL for Science 
    Monster: Gravity and Inertia?

1. Click on Teacher Tools in the Features box. Click Technology in the Classroom and Internet Safety. How many Lesson Plans are 
    available on Internet Safety?
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6. List one way you plan to use netTrekker d.i. in your classroom.

5. Use the Advanced Search feature to locate resources from government organizations such as .gov sites, after you complete a 
    Keyword Search for robotics. How many websites are displayed?

4. Using the Current Events section, find the name of the regional newspaper serving Fort Lauderdale and South Florida? Who is the 
    publisher of CareerJournal.com, a website located in Vocational News?

3. Do a Keyword Search for forensic science. What is the Readability Level of the first Audio resource? What is the Grade Level
    Equivalency for that Readability Level? Launch the Audio resource ABC: Great Moments in Science: Autopsy and write the literal 
    meaning of autopsy.

2. Complete a Subject Search by clicking on Biology under the Science subject area. Drill down to Animals and then Pets. Click on the 
    gray Dictionary button next to the web result Guinea Pig Compendium in the Guinea Pigs Behavior area. What is the definition of the 
    word survival according to Ultralingua? What is the Spanish translation for survival?

1. Do a Keyword Search on Industrial Revolution. How many search results were generated? How many sites contain primary source 
    documents? Click the Standards button above the first search result. Select the first standard that supports Industrial Revolution. 
    Based on the student expectation for that standard, which Web Resource would you select to generate relevant search results?
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